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ABSTRACT

The collisions of high energy photons produced at a electron-positron
collider
provide a comprehensive
laboratory for testing &CD, electroweak interactions,
and
extensions of the standard model. The luminosity and energy of the colliding photons
produced by back-scattering
laser beams is expected to be comparable to that of the
primary e+e- collisions. In this overview, we shall focus on tests of electroweak theory
in photon-photon
annihilation,
particularly yy + W+W-, 77 -+ Higgs bosons, and
higher-order loop processes, such as yy + yy, Zy and 22. Since each photon can be
resolved into a W+W- pair, high energy photon-photon
collisions can also provide a
remarkably background-free
laboratory for studying WW collisions and annihilation.
We also review high energy yy tests of quantum chromodynamics,
such as the scaling
of the photon structure function, tt production,
mini-jet processes, and diffractive
reactions.
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in part by the Department
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1. Introduction

The photon,

as postulated

of electromagnetic
allow the study

energy.

Then advent

of the collisions

higher than those of ordinary
In quantum

state

current,

complexity

of particles

2E,/M2
another

couple through

states.

of ensembles

electron

can scatter

shape and evolution
Fz(z, Q2),g7(s,
inelastic

transition

mass M can persist

in quantum

into virtual
of a photon

times

states

chromodynamics,

into a Fock

with

types of coherent

of hadrons

in the

[5-71. In the case of ey collisions,

In electron-photon

in exclusive electron

functions

functions

collisions can provide an important

each photon

is resolved

momentum

transfer

as illustrated

processes

[ll]

effects in quantum

collisions

[8,9]

in deep

photon-to-meson

resemble

form

(10).
laboratory

chromodynamics.

in terms of its intermediate

photon-photon

the

collisions where the final state

eM”, one can measure

proton

the

and one can study

and polarized photon structure

such as ye +

and incoherent

will

color-singlet

form factors and other exclusive channels in analogy to the transition

Thus twophoton

r =

the photon

of virtual meson-like

Q2) in close analogy to the study of proton structure

factors measured

of

beams will thus resemble the cross section for the

of both unpolarized

scattering.

carrying

over a time of order

on the quark Fock states of the photon,

determined,

a trillion

will

by a collision or annihilation

into a spectrum

of high energy mesons

lepton-nucleon

is completely

can fluctuate

The cross section for the production

high energy collision of two photon
collision

with energies

the fluctuation

state is materialized

each quark current

hadronic

linear colliders

field couples to all particles

and thus a photon

[2-41. F or example,

system

quantum

light.

invariant

- until the virtual

charge-zero

of beams of photons

[l]. At high energies,

of total

is a discrete

of TeV electron-positron

field theory, the electromagnetic

the electromagnetic
remarkable

ago by Planck,

nearly a century

for testing

many

In events where

quark and gluon states,
hard meson-meson

high

collisions

in Fig. 1. In the case of exclusive final states such as yy + pj~ or meson
2

.
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pairs, photon-photon
distribution
study

collisions provide a time-like Compton

amplitudes,

detailed

the fundamental

features

of yy + ti at threshold

case of single or double
aspects

of pomeron

In addition
antiparticle

laboratory

diffractive

and odderon

to quarks,

particles

for exploring

Higgs bosons

virtually

quark

any even charge conjugation

one can study

and W’S, the photon

Thus

high energy

couples

yr

pairs of photons,

can provide

a

or qij pairs

Z”‘s, or one or more

Two real photons

can couple

to

unless it has spin J = 1, in which case it

resonance,

photon

a W-pair, the e+e- collider becomes the equivalent

couplings.

allowing the study of WW scattering

electroweak

Higgs,

Model and its exten-

via its virtual

collider,

charged

collisions

can be identified
produces

fundamental

into W pairs [23,24]

annihilate

and W box graphs.

photon

In the

to all particle-

current:

every aspect of the Standard

can directly

[12,13]. One can

physics [14].

level, or pairs of gluons,

through

events,

to carry the electromagnetic

[15], etc.

sions [16-221. Two photons
at the tree graph

t-channel

of hadrons

for measuring

and its final state evolution.

twophoton

leptons,

pairs postulated

supersymmetric

wavefunction

microscope

In 77 events where each incident

and annihilation

of a tagged WW

in a new domain

of

and Higgs physics [25-291.

.

All of the physics
experimentally
scattered

feasible

laser beams

programs

which we will discuss in this report

at a high energy

(see Section 2), it is expected

comparable

to the electron-positron

polarization

can be attained

at the next electron-positron
electron-photon

linear e+e-

luminosity,

collider,

appear

since by using back-

that the 7~ luminosity

and that

to be

high photon

will be

energy

and

[30]. Th us it is clear that a central focus of investigation
linear collider will be the study of photon-photon

collisions.
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2. Sources of 77 Collisions

In an e+ephoton

or e-e-

collisions.

linear

collider

there

The first is the equivalent

are three

photon

spectrum

Weizsiicker-Williams

bremmstrahlung

has the relatively

02r log+

c

The equivalent

photon

incident

leptons

for fusion

w.

gives cross sections

procesvs

bremmstrahlung
e+e-

storage

rings, and it will continue

of B-factories.

By tagging

given spacelike

mass and polarization.

or electron-photon

collisions,

The low repetition
mensions
rate.

of the electron

positron

the bunches,

on the geometric

ters and radiates

a spectrum

are unpolarized,

the corresponding

two-photon

physics

one can also select photons

with a

electron-electron

a variable.

of synchrotron

et ul. [30] In this process,

scattered

against

will be au-

or positron

harder

than that of

photon-photon

collisions

laser beam, as pioneered

by

from a laser beam of eV energies

are

beam to produce
4

scat-

[31].

way to initiate

photons

process

[32,33]. The beamstrahlung

can be considerably

spectrum

fields

high density bunch of positrons

at the next linear collider will be to use a back-scattered
Ginzburg

collision

in particular

linear colliders by the “beamstrahlung”

of nearly collinear photons

photon

di-

light [31]. Depending

aspect ratio. Thus beams of real photons

the opposing

at

at the next generation

are bent by the strong electromagnetic

that the most advantageous

an electron

[6]. Virtual

in order to provide the necessary

but the spectrum

equivalent

formula

linear colliders requires very small transverse

created in high luminosity

It appears

reactions

mass itself becomes

bunches

going through

Q2) N

to each of the

shape of the bunches, hard real 7 spectra are generated,

in which an electron

photons

electron

giving rise to the emission

for beams with small transverse
tomatically

inclusive

Thus, in the case of tagged

As a result, the particle trajectories

within

G,,,(s,

applied

to be very important

the photon

rate of e+e-

in which the virtual

mode for studying

the scattered

of photon-

to the QCD factorization

momentum

has been the traditional

sources

soft spectrum

approximation

analogous

in high transverse

main

a nearly collinear beam of

I
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high energy photons.
If the laser photons

and the incoming

of the Compton

back-scattered

invariant

energy.

However,

polarized

laser photons

in Fig. 2.

in units
collisions

high-energy

the spectrum

on polarized

zo/(l

photons

mass.

the 77 luminosity
only weakly

can be made hard by scattering
of opposite

is the invariant

To avoid non-controllable

on the

circularly

helicity as shown

is close to the maximum

+ zs) where 20 = 4E,wo/mz

of the electron

depends

electrons/positrons

The peak of the spectrum

at Ymax =

e* beams are unpolarized,

of the 77 energy
(7e) energy-squared

e+e-

pair production

in

of laser 7’s with high energy 7’s, zo must be chosen less than 4.83. Near

this limit, about 80% of the e+e- energy is transferred

to the 77 system.

time, the high energy photons

at a degree of nearly

are circularly

polarized

At the same
in

100%

the peak region [see Fig. 3(a)].
The transfer
photons

of the linear polarization

is also highly

the maximum
(1 +

ZO)~]

[see

by the third component

~0 = 1 we obtain

3 ( b )] . The degree of linear polarization

(Fax = 4/5, i.e. 80% polarization

Unlike the beamstrahlung
and laser-induced

high energy 77 luminosities

energy and high luminosity
photon

the possibility
electron

of real photons

collisions

processes,

77 collisions

5

for

beam.

the effective

e+e-

The extraordinary

of the next linear collider.

beams can collide with each other,
at a linear

colliding with tagged virtual

[34].

photon

+

laser collisions promise to make two-

of the physics program

nine possible

rises if zo decreases;

can be comparable.

each of the three types of photon

are actually

[Fax = 2 (1 + so)/[l

in the high-energy

photon

of the back-scattered

physics a key component

In principle,
so there

and equivalent

of the high-

of the Stokes vector which reaches

value at the upper limit of the energy transfer,
Fig.

to the high-energy

The degree of the linear polarization

efficient.

energy 7 beam is described

from the laser photons

collider;

photons

one also has

through

photon-

3. Survey of Photon-Photon

Figure 4 illustrates

Collider Processes

many of the processes which could be studied

at a high energy

77 collider.
1. The simplest

reactions

are the direct 77 couplings

quarks.

Any energetically

charge,

including

accessible particle

supersymmetric

In each case, the charged

partners:

e.g., photons,

.-

through

light scattering

box graph

triangle
.

graphs

quantum

loop diagrams,

[35]. F or example,

photons

as in the traditional

two photons

or a pair of co-planar

particles
light-by-

can annihilate

Z’s through

A pair of gluon jets can be produced

one or both of the an incident

a pair of fundamental

charged

Thus,

subprocesses.

q7j

or W+W’

e.g., quark-quark

scattering

through

t,hrough

and

virtual

W

a quark box

2’ can be produced

scattering

photon

for a number

photons

through

can “resolve” itself as

which can then interact

in Fig.

or leptonic

Higgs exchange

coupled

The cross sections

particles

as illustrated

processes;

of a directly

gauge

[36].

3. At high energies,

Fock state of

its respective

pairs of charge-less fundamental

A single Higgs boson or an excited

diagram.

can be produced

gluons, Z’s as well as Higgs bosons.

in 77 collisions

and quark loops.

particles,

line can then radiate

2. As shown in Fig. 4b, one can produce

two outgoing

W’s, and

which carries the electromagnetic

and technicolor

in pairs.

produce

to pairs of leptons,

4c, a photon

via scattering

can develop

pairs, which then interact
through

gluon exchange

[l]. In addition,

by 2 + 2

or top-quark

one can have interactions

with the resolved constituent
of electroweak

into a

processes

of the other photon.
that can be studied

in

a high energy linear collider are shown in Fig. 5.

6

P

4. m + W+W-

Production in a w Collider

One of the most important
tion of W pairs.
study

By using polarized

77 + W+W-

production

as resol’ve the W helicities
plimentary

applications

by electromagnetic

through

because

channel,

helicjties

such as the effects due to W* exchange.

for 77 -+ WW

at a TEV

of the spin-one

t-

channel

linear collider rises asymptotically
~~~~~~~~~ -+ WW)

exchange:

large cross section:

luminosity

of lo-20 fb-1 will produce

of the order of one million W+W-

A main focus of the pair production

Standard

to the Schwinger
moments

moment

Qw = --&-

K = 1 and X = 0, up to radiative

corrections

to the electron

are thus defined as PA = pw - &

anomalous

system

consider

the Drell-Hearn-Gerasimov

cl; = (cc - f)2

if its size is small compared

= $ syqoht b(4

cross section for photons
W becomes

to its Compton

scale.

Here q(A)

and hence r:

this argument

can be generalized

one of the unsubtracted

As the radius of the

excitation

7

anomalous

dispersion

moment:

is the total photoabsorption

Hjller and I have recently

to the spin-one

of any

For example,

for the W magnetic

energy for inelastic

vanishes.

DHG integral

The anomalous

a general property

on a W with (anti-) parallel helicities.

small, or its threshold

well, by considering

PA].

analogous

and QA = Qw + e.

sum rule [37]
-

(K - A). The

corrections

moment.

The fact that /AA and QA are close to zero is actually
spin-one

pairs [23].

studies will be the values of the W magnetic

- X) and quadrupole

Model predicts

21

a linear 77 collider with a

N 80 pb. This is a rather

pw =&(l-.

is com-

not already constrained

&ra2/$$

moment

as well

but one can also check for

77 + WW interactions

four-point

one can in principle

The study of 77 -+ W+W-

+ W+W-

e+e-

laser beams,

of the initial photon

their decays.

gauge invariance,

The cross section
to a constant

back-scattered

as a function

to the corresponding

the presence of anomalous

of two photon physics is the direct produc-

becomes

large, the

shown

[38] that

quadrupole

relations

moment

as

for near-forward

7

I
spin-one

Compton

scattering

[39]:

00

t

2
(u

J

Im

$4)3

(f&t)

-

fAb,

f))

.

Yth

Here u = (s - u)/4.

One again sees that in the point-like

or high threshold

energy

limit, both C(A+ 0, and QA + 0. This result appliesto any spin-onesystem, even to
the deuteron
dispersion

or the p. The essential
relations;

i.e., that

assumption

is the existence

the anomalous

moments

of the unsubtracted

are in principle

computable

quantities.
In the case of the W, the finite size correction
since the underlying
the composite

composite

scale A becomes

nearly the canonical
however,

Yehudai
.

on different

[24]

amplitude

ure 6 shows the differential
c,t,-+,t,,empirical

as a function
sensitivity

complimentary

large [40]. Thus the fact that a spin-one

signals that it has a small internal

studies

contributing

of the effect of anomalous
to 77 +

W+W-

W+W-

to anomalous

couplings

from 77 reactions

Fig-

in units of

is comparable

by Jikia [41], pairs of neutral
in 77 reactions

and

-+ W+W-.

through

one loop amplitudes

8

Collisions

gauge bosons of the Standard
in the Standard

at a rate which should be accessible to a high energy linear collider.

--

moments

of center mass angle for A ‘= 0,O.l and K = 1,O.l. The

5. Neutral Gauge Boson Pair Production in Photon-Photon

can be produced

has
size;

cross section.

cross section for the process 77 +

to that of e+e-

As emphasized

system

imply that it is a gauge field.

has made extensive

helicity

to be order m2/A2,

theory should be chiral to keep the W mass finite as

values for its moments

it does not necessarily

is expected

model
Model

For example,

the

:

I

Standard
7.

Model one-loop

The computation

contributions

77 4

for the reaction

uses the background

nonlinear

gauge in order to avoid four-

point couplings

between

Faddeev-Popov

ghost fields as well as scalar W auxiliary

A familiar

example

the ghost fields and the W fields.

of this type of quantum

quarks,

exchange

contributions

to the 77 + 77 scattering

behavior

M - s”f(t)

and M

at high energies,

ward imaginary
section

[41].

corresponding

to the box graphs.

N isf(t)

to 200 events/year

scattering

amplitude

respectively.

amplitude

cross section

process is the production

77)

The latter

is the dominant

theorem

to relate the for-

.

laser spectrum

strongly

over longitudinal

at an NLC with luminosity

conserve

helicity.

77 4

2~2~

provides

of the electroweak

,

the

2 dominates
couplings

to

= 500 GeV is estimated

to 320 NLC events/year.
a serious background

cross

10 fb-‘.

polarized

The cross section for 77 + 2737 at fietc-

by Jikia to be 32 fb, corresponding
the channel

the tendency

W+W-

at an NLC assuming

[41]. The rate for transversely

2, reflecting

77 +

is of order 20 fb at fi,,

Figure 8 shows the effective cross section for 77 + 2’7
back-scattered

and spin-one

have the characteristic

to the total

cr(77 +

amplitudes.

The fermion

so one can use the optical

part of the scattering
The resulting

fields.

light-by-light

Leptons,

contribution

and W all contribute

The ghost fields include

mechanical

mass 77 final states through

of large invariant

Z”Zo is shown in Fig.

As we discuss below,

to Higgs production

in 77

collisions.

6. Higgs Physics

The origin
problems
generation

of the electroweak

in particle

symmetry

physics to be solved experimentally

is one of the most exciting
by the present

or the next

of high energy colliders.

Within the Standard

Model, the electroweak
9

--

breaking

symmetry

breaking

is induced by the

:.

:.

I

Higgs mechanism

which predicts

with a mass below about
angle supports,

the Standard
suggests

of a new fundamental

1 TeV. The experimental

qualitatively,

weakly interacting

the existence

the hypothesis

The solution

the supersymmetric

sector to a spectrum

value of the electroweak

that the fundamental

up to the GUT scale, leading

Model.

problem

of the Standard

of at least five neutral

Model, expanding

and charged

An important
and determine

.

states.

the observation

luminosity

of a photon-photon

the properties

boson (421. The present-day

reported

of fundamental

C = + resonances

For example,

the TPC77

throughout

such as the Higgs
is the production

of

at PEP [43] has

collaboration

threshold.
on the light Higgs scenario with masses below
and their properties

the entire Higgs mass range at the proton

can be exploited

to solve two problems.

(i) The measurement

Higgs bosons [45,46]. Sjnce the 77 coupling
particle

of heavy particles

loops, this observable
and their couplings

quantum numbers 3”

js very difficult

to neutral

provides indirect

77 collisions

of the 77 widths of

Hjggs particles
information

is mediated

parity of the pseudoscalar
10

by

on the spectrum

to the Higgs field. (ii) It is easy to measure

= O++ of the scalar Hjggs bosons

to verify the negative

can be

collider LHC and at

linear colliders in the TeV energy range. Within this environment,

eztemal

to produce

of 6 Q events, which gives I’,,(~,Q) = 6.4 ‘::I KeV. Higher

1 TeV [44]. The light Higgs bosons can be discovered

charged

with each

may gjve rise to the

collider is its potential

analog of 77 + Higgs production

In this section we will concentrate

e+e-

strongly

facilities such as CESR or a B-factory should allow extensive measurements

of 77 physics at the charm

studied

the scalar

in the mass range above 1 to 2 TeV.

advantage

narrow charmonium

remain

Higgs bosons.

other at energies of more than 1 TeV. Novel strong interactions
of resonances

particles

arising in this situation

If light Higgs bosons do not exist, the W bosons must interact

formation

mixing

to a Higgs mass below 200 GeV in

of the hierarchy

extension

scalar particle

the

[47]. However, jt
Hjggs boson A0 jn

:.

-:

.

the supersymmetric
parameter

extension

of the Standard

space, the positive

linearly polarized
7 polarization

photon

vectors

and negative

Model.

parity of states can be measured

beams [48,49] The formation

to be parallel

In some parts of the SUSY

of P = + particles

while P = - particles

Back-scattering

high-energy

with a high degree of linear polarization

generally,

one can use polarized

the fundamental
collisions,
ey +

beams

Higgs to two-photon

scattering

couplings

one can use the transverse

e’H” to measure

of linearly polarized

photon-photon

laser light provides
More

[50].

to study

CP violation

in

[47]. In the case of electron-photon

momentum

fall-off of the recoil electron

the fall-off of the 7 -+ Higgs transition

thus check the mass scale of the internal

requires the

require the polarization

vectors to be perpendicular.
photon

by using

form factor

massive quark and W loops coupling

in
and

to the

Higgs [51].

7. The Higgs Particle of the Standard Model

The cross section for the formation
477

is determined

by the 77 width of the Higgs bosons.
if polarized

77 collisions,

md&t/r
ts- mij2+(mdkJ2

+ H)=

bosons have equal helicities;
be multiplied

of Higgs particles in unpolarized

The two 7’s fusing to scalar Higgs

7 beams are employed,

the cross section is to

by a factor two. For small Higgs masses s 200 GeV, the Breit-Wigner

coefficient is very sharp, yet beyond this range the Higgs boson of the Standard
becomes
folding

quickly wider [52]. Th e experimentally
the basic formation

rates between

observed

cross section is obtained

cross section with the 77 luminosity.

100 and 1,000 events per year can be achieved

(see Fig. 9). Cal cu 1a t ions of the effects of broadening
energy spectrum.

Model

Typical

by

counting

in these experiments

due to the back-scattered

laser

are also given in Refs. [53], [28], and [54].

The I-I&s boson decay to 77 is mediated
11

by the loops of all charged particles

[55].

:.

.._.

-

The form factors 3i in

depend

T = m&/4mf

on the mass ratios

Light particles
particles,

decouple.

particles

However, if the Hjggs couplings

a constant

to the contributions

of the charged

charge assignments

[46]. Interfering

Hjggs boson depends

grow with the mass of the

strongly

value in this limit.
leptons

This applies,

and quarks in a fourth

with the t, W amplitudes,

The Higgs particle

for W-pair

above -

of the Standard

decay channel

in 77 collisions

ground

channel

is the direct

ground

events from one-resolved

from two-resolved
maximum

pairs [52]. Since the cross section

in the high mass range while top decays
77 + tf background

in the 77 + H + bs channel,

continuum
photon

to

77 +

b’T;production

events,

77 +

events) can be suppressed

yg +

[56].
the main back-

[45,48,57,58].

Back-

d (and even more so

very efficiently

by choosing

the

77 energy not much larger than the Hjggs mass; in this case the soft gluon

distribution

damps the background

for the direct
quarks,

photon

directly.

is very large, 2 decays are the appropriate

from the overwhelming

If the Higgs bosons are detected

Even crude

Model decays below N 150 GeV primarily

to search for Hjggs particles

are difficult to extract

of the

glimpse of the area beyond the Standard

150 GeV to W and Z-boson

production

for instance,

the 77 width

on the presence of the 4th family particles.

of this width afford a “virtual”

and the

family with SM

Model at energy scales much larger than the scales which are accessible

b$ quarks,

masses.

even much heavier than the Hjggs boson do not decouple

form factor 3i approaches

measurements

of the Higgs to the loop-quark

production

excellent

p-vertex

of charm
detectors

rate very strongly

[48,49]. Since the cross section

quark pairs is 16 times larger than
must be employed

for bottom

to reduce these background

events.
While the photons
uum background

in the signal process 77 + H have equal helicities,

production

77 --) bb proceeds
12

mainly through

the contjn-

the states of opposite

7 helicities

[45,46,59,58];

QCD which requires

this is a consequence

gZ = fl

of chirality

conservation

for a pair of back-to-back

moving

in massless

bz pairs at high

energies,

d477+ a)
dcos9

12r02et
=

syy

B
(1 - p2 co52 t9)2

x l-P4
1

for J.. = 0

/!P[l - cosz t9][2 - /32(1 - cos2 S)]

where p is the c.m.

velocity

suppression

less effective if gluon radiation

becomes

particular,

and r9 the cm.

the cross section for charm-quark

3z = 0 channel
p-vertex

of the b quarks

through

problem

scattering

sufficiently

The

[59,58] In

increases significantly

However, employing
remains

angle.

is taken into account.

production

gluon radiation.

det ec t ors, the c-quark

for JZ = f2

in the

powerful

under control also in this case (see

Fig. 10).
For masses of more than
into W+WW+W-

and 22

gauge boson pairs.

decay almost

Since the background

exclusively

cross section

77 +

is very large, the WW channel cannot be used to detect heavy Higgs bosons,

and we are left with the 22
ground

channel

process

is of higher

+

ZT)

-

by the coupling
transversely

77 + 22
order

(A n estimate

box W loop.
477

150 GeV, the Higgs particles

ZT

has turned

However, the cross section of the back-

out to be unexpectedly

in the electroweak

couplings,

[41] of the magnitude

N 250 fb can be obtained

ghwz/e4

polarized

decay channel.

N 11.) In particular

2 bosons dominates

large [41,56,60].

and it is mediated

of the background

for high energies,

with the H&s

channel by several orders of magnitude.

ysis presented

in Fig. 11, leads us to conclude

cross section,

the production

cross section

of

associated

As a result, the detailed

anal-

that the Higgs signal can be detected

in the ZZ channel for masses up to about 350 GeV at a 500 GeV e+e-

13

by a

simply by scaling the 77 + 77 rate

the longitudinal

facility.

This

linear collider

8. Higgs Particles in Supersymmetric Extensions of the Standard Model

In the minimal
a spectrum

version of the supersymmetric

of five Hjggs bosons is predicted:

tral pseudoscalar

particle,

and two charged

in pairs in 77 collisions; the neutral

transition

amplitude

is insensitive

to the contributions

affected by the SUSY
considerably

particle

particles

can be

singly with the
The

Hjggs bosons ho, with a mass of order mz,

of the SUSY

particle

loops, and the dynamics

The heavy neutral

is

Higgs bosons are

loops only if their masses do not exceed the threshold

of the 77 widths of these Higgs bosons [46,61], the pro-

of Higgs bosons in linearly polarized

the negative

parity

A0 state

While the polarization

77 collisions can be used to discriminate

from the scalar positive

vectors of the two photons

w - N 51 x & a &I.

Since the A0 Higgs particle

the measurement

areas of the parameter

of the parity

in yy collisions

being parallel

it is useful to define the polarization

and perpendicular,

production,

will be a unique

is transferred

O++

particles
to gauge
method

in

be exploited.
to the high-energy

asymmetry

of 77 events with the initial laser polarization

respectively.

the asymmetry

[48,49].

to generate

for O-+ pseudoscalar

space where the decay to tl pairs cannot

where N II and NL denote the number

ho, Ho states

does not couple directly

Since only part of the linear laser polarization
beams,

parity

must be parallel

[M+ - Zl - &I, they must be perpendicular

resonance

are produced

one neu-

[46].

Besides the measurement

photon

The charged

particles

by the b, t quarks and the W bosons.

determined

bosons,

scalar particles,

Model,

by the scalar, spin l/2 and the W boson loops.

The 77 width of the lightest of the neutral

particles

of the Standard

Hjggs boson A0 does not couple to the gauge bosons at the Born level.

pseudoscalar

duction

two neutral
particles.

produced

built-up

extension

It follows that

A can be expressed
14

A(O*)

= &A.

by the appropriate

For
lumi-

A = (@s&) / (@poOs), where the third component

nosity factors,
is defined

as (3 = @s/60.

The maximum

small values of zo s 1 and near the maximum
The background

continuum

production

cause Nil = N* in the continuum

nominator

significantly,

77 luminosity

of 20 to 100 fb-’

cant conclusions.

boson ho can be measured

choosing

a dilutes

for

the asymmetries.

above the threshold,

the observed

are necessary

the polarization
throughout

ably in the very low mass range,
case of the pseudoscalar

of the parameter

is reached

Be-

the background

yet it does increase
asymmetry.

the de-

Large integrated

in general to reach statistically

signifi-

[48,49]

Under these conditions

unique

yy +

of the asymmetry,

thus diminishing

= ([F”)2

77 energy (see Fig. 12) [48,49].

sufficiently

process does not affect the numerator

A,,

sensitivity

of the Stokes vector

asymmetry

the relevant

parameter

A0 Higgs particle

appears

this picture

further

Higgs

of the parity

in the

feasible throughout

most

Fig. 14. Optimization

the e * beam energy and the laser frequency
ameliorate

neutral

range, except presum-

Fig. 13. The measurement

range below the top threshold,

than d decay channels

of the lightest

procedures

in

as well as the analysis of other
[48,49].

8. Studying WW Collisions at a Photon Linear Collider

One of the most interesting

potential

applications

a high energy linear collider is WW scattering,
In this process

[25-291 each photon

as illustrated

as a nearly background-free

The scattering

reaction

laboratory

leads to two w’s emerging

in the final state accompanied

by two W’s at pi
15

--

at

The interacting

e.g., they can annihilate

Model Higgs boson [62,63] or a pair of top quarks.

this process

collisions

in Fig. 15.

is resolved as a WW pair.

vector bosons can then scatter pair-wise or annihilate;
Standard

of photon-photon

In principle,

for studying

one can use

WW interactions.

at large transverse
w MW focussed

into a

momentum

along the beam

I

:.

.,.

direction.

We can estimate

u,,+wwww

high fraction

for 7 + W+W-

function

that one has a relatively

high probability
77 energy.

of the parent

also provide

transverse

The colliding
including

channels.

W’s produced
photon,

The identical

the experimental

been studied,

process

fractions.
can interact

amplitudes.

The oppositely-

s-

or 2’ or Higgs boson to fi-

annihilate

into a Higgs boson,

to 77 + W+W-H

+

WWWW,

the

which has

As shown in Fig. 5 the 77 ---) WWH

[63].

in many

in the t-and

photon

the W+ and W-

with their

interactions

via u-channel

a virtual

is equivalent

e.g., in Ref.

collider

will

One can also hope

momentum

Higgs exchange

through

signals.

so

with a

photons

W’s are correlated

in a photon-photon

W’s also scatter

such as tT. When

WWWW

and longitudinal

or annihilate

of the colliding

of the spectator

2, W, and

W’s, can annihilate

nal states
77 +

distributions

flat for some W helicities,

for the W’s to scatter

a critical tool in analyzing

momentum

is relatively

The polarization

to utilize the fact that the polarization

charged

to be of order

- (5)” log2 & aww-WW

The splitting

ways,

for 77 --) WWWW

the cross section

production

rate for a Higgs of mass 100 GeV is of order 0.4 pb at a 2 TeV 77 CM energy.
Even if the Highs state does not exist, the cross section for WW
still significant

at TeV

nally polarized

W’s inevitably

77 +

WWWW

interesting

Because

energies.

become

and 77 -+ WWZZ

example

of electroweak

strongly

interacting

theorem,

at TeV

symmetry

breaking

Kinematic

energies.

and active vector bosons and possibly

identify

The

large. An

occurs when a techni-p

cuts can be designed

are

longitudi-

cross sections thus become maximally

ples to the 22, ZW and WW channels.
the spectator

of the equivalence

collisions

cou-

to separate

their charge state and

polarization.
Cheung

[29] and Jikia [27] h ave recently

WW WW

and 77 +

symmetry

breaking.

W WZZ

channels

begun systematic

based on various

The analyses of the Born amplitudes
16

studies of the 77 +

models

for electroweak

are exact, without

reliance

.:.

.

-

W approximation.

on the effective

-+ FVWW

e+eenergy.

and 77 reactions

e+e-

and 77 + WWWW

77 --$ WWZZ

and e+e-

[27] for

+

are also shown. (63,221 Note that the

cross sections are larger than the corresponding

vWZ

rates in e+e-

collisions

at the same available

Jikia also finds that the Higgs boson with a mass up to 700 GeV should be

easily observed

in a 1.5 TeV linear collider, and that the signal for a heavy (1 TeV)

standard

model Higgs boson can be observed

Cheung’s

estimates

eventually

and analyses

of photon

but one can be optimistic

luminosities

contributions

Further

and kinematic

that measurements

to

model

as low as 10 fb-‘.

become viable at high energy linear colliders.

may be found in Jikia’s and Cheung’s

According

sector of the standard

= 2 TeV with a 77 luminosity

at fi,,

of backgrounds

clearly necessary,

at a 2 TeV linear collider.

[29], the physics of this fundamental

could be explored
studies

total cross sections

in 77 collisions are shown in Fig. 5. The cross sections

four gauge boson production
for some other standard

Some representative

cuts are

of WW collisions will

A more complete

discussion

[27,29] to these proceedings.

10. Photon Structure Functions at the Next Linear Collider [64]

The photon

structure

functions

measured

tering [65,66] are one of the most interesting
the process
photon;

is complicated

predictions.

structure

function

rithm of the momentum

to reveal rich non-trivial

is a consequence
in the splitting
ten [9] that

of asymptotic

to the structure

of the photon

is predicted

of a photon
the quark-parton

structures

function

prediction

17

the

Bjorken z [65]. This
momenta

pair. It was first shown by Wit-

is renormalized

in QCD to order unity and that the absolute

the

of ex-

of the proton,

which allows for large transverse

into a quark-antiquark

within

to rise linearly with the loga-

and to increase with increasing
freedom

scat-

simple to allow for a variety

In contrast

transfer

electron-photon

testing grqunds for &CD. On one hand,

on the other hand, it is still sufficiently

citing theoretical
transverse

enough

in deep-inelastic

by gluon bremsstrahlung

scale of the photon

structure

function

.,.

:

-

;.

_

is fixed by the value of the QCD coupling
of the photon
energies.

structure

function

are determined

At presently

available

laboratory

be supplemented
structure

constant.

by conjectures

function.

These novel qualitative

The high luminosities
colliders will promote
high precision.

the perturbative

component

of the photon

at PETRA

affected

QCD coupling

e7 process to an experimental

can be addressed

by gluon radiation,

constant.

At sufficiently

can be used to extract

a,(Q2)

absolute

size for this purpose

hadronic

components

.

of phenomena
jets, photons

in the photon

(ii) Accurate

cross sections on nucleons

quark-gluon

11. Deep-Inelastic

If the photon

content

of the photon

Electron-Photon

fluctuates

(see Appendix

(See Appendix

function
the

function
of the

measurements

of the

for a large number

of large transverse

momentum

[68,11]. Even the total

may be affected

significantly

by

[69].

depending

r* N l/JEl of the fluctuation
frame.

beyond

in the

I) into a quark-antiquark

~~ of the quarks with respect to the 7 momentum.

in the laboratory

of

Scattering [64]

regimes can be distinguished,

mines the lifetime

linear

remnants

will allow predictions

and heavy quark states in 77 and 7N collisions

the perturbative

ent dynamical

way. The evaluation

by the non-perturbative

function.

function

to measure

large x, the evolution of the structure

in other fields such as the production

77 and photoproduction

structure

the process can be exploited

is affected

of the

instrument

that are of general interest

in a model independent

of the structure

quark and gluon distributions

structure

must

and PEP [67].

the specifics of the e7 process itself. (i) Since the size of the photon
is strongly

picture

for LEP200 and the e7 mode of prospective

this fundamental

Two problems

QCD at asymptotic

non-perturbative

features

77 experiments

expected

by perturbative

energies,

on the residual

were born out by the pioneering

Thus both the shape and size

II.)
18

pair, three differ-

on the transverse

The transverse

momentum

momentum

deter-

in the QT rest frame and r N E,/kf

-.

(i) For E&O(A),

A being the QCD scale parameter,

for the quark to travel to the confinement
onances,
nent

17

p,w, cp can form in this situation,
>RES=

inelastically,

e/f&

> +e/f,]W

17 >RES+

(ii) If Ic&O(A),
Instead,

is governed

quarks that accounts

have to be added up coherently,

becomes

> -$ldz

equations

for the increased

corrected

to U(a,)

modified

FG and the longitudinal

da
= 2T;4se7
dx dy

The transverse
Fl

structure

= 22F$

of the momentum
energies

probability

of this shower
source term for

transfer

Q2

couples in a point-like

This domain

e + 7 + e + X is parametrized

scattering
Fi

fashion to the

structure

functions,

Q?) + e,FL’(x,

Q2)]

.

by the more familiar

scattering

hadronic

by

Fig. 16(a),

The Bjorken variable z and y can be expressed
Q2, the invariant

is

theory.

can be substituted

structure
in terms

energy W, and the laboratory

angle,

Q2

x=2q=Q2~+2

Since the degree of the longitudinal

=Q’P7
and

’

(virtual)

k’P7

photon

+ (1 - Y)~], Fl comes with a coefficient
19

--

in the

7 + q?j if the phase

of the splitting

[I + (1 - y)“] [2xF;(x,

function

+ Fl.

and electron

2(1 - y)/[l

The evolution

by an inhomogeneous

rules of perturbation

The cross section for deep-inelastic

function

resulting

deep-

> -MISS > +...I

etc. by loops and hard bremsstrahlung.

by the standard

the transverse

compo

too short for the quarks to form a bound

(iii) Finally, if Icl is very large, the photons

described

photon

Res-

[701.

space increases

quarks,

up to hadronic

a shower of quarks and gluons develops.

by the DGLAP

resonate.

> +... If this state is probed

&e/fp[+$luE

the lifetime

and to eventually

building

> +e/f,,,]v

the quark components

Fock decomposition

state.

distance

the lifetime is long enough

+E’ms2g

E

polarization

2’

is given by ey =

N (1 - y) for small y and is easy

to measure.

By contrast,

Fl

since y must be restricted

comes with a coefficient

y2 which is difficult to measure

to small values to reject beam-gas

The area in Q2 and z that can be explored

by LEP200 and a e+e-

at a c.m. energy of 500 GeV [LCSOO] is characterized
{log

Q2, log(l/-1))

functions

while the continuum

the upper half of P. The right boundary

QLXis in general

down to QL,
perturbative

much smaller

identified

to W&,,

accessible

Wi,.

displayed

in Table

assumed

to operate

in the P =

line “?y” the photon

structure

is set by experimental
The parallelogram

counting

extends

into
rates;

to the left

in Fig. 17 with the limit below which the application

QCD becomes

which corresponds

linear collider

extends from the ‘%rn threshold

Q&,

than s&=.

events [71].

by a parallelogram

PIane, Fig. 17. Below the one-pion

vanish identically

background

doubtful;

similarly

the base-line

while the upper boundary

Rough estimates

of 91.x

1 for LEP200

of the parallelogram

is given by the experimentally

and xmin in the perturbative

[71] and LC500.

regime are

The LC500 machine

has been

in the ey mode so that the Q2, x range is not only extended

the higher energy but also by the higher luminosity

of

compared

by

with LEP.

Table 1

As a result of asymptotic

freedom,

with logQ2 and also with Bjorken
is damped
increases
analysis

by gluon radiation
by quark-antiquark
has been extended

the photon

pair creation
to NLO

which can be confronted

accuracy

expected

function

x [65]. The rise of the amplitude

at intermediate

available

structure

7*7 -+ qq in x

at small x [9). This leading

with experimental
in Fig. 18.
20

Q2) rises

to large x while the structure

[72] so that a complete

at LEP200 is displayed

Fl(x,

data.

perturbative

function

logarithmic
analysis

A crude estimate

is

of the

.:

-

In the leading asymptotic
They

are induced

anomalous

by poles in the moments

dimensions

&i (j = f,NS)

poles are due to infrared
infrared

singularities

singularities

Since in the present

GLAP

functions,
equations

of the structure

function

at O(af)

which are cancelled

in Ref.

the

(731 These

by perturbative

A scheme for the regularization

[74]; in prcrzi the residual

at x + 0.

whenever

the values I = -l,O,+l...

at the real y vertex.

at O(o;‘)

are encountered

approach

singularities

has been designed

regularization

structure

solution spurious singularities

of these

effects due to the

and O(1) are confined to small 2 values 50.15.
context

we are only interested

we will illustrate

the main points

[75] for the moments

of the parton

in gross features

of the photon

in the framework
densities

of the LO

in the photon,

q =

s dx xm-* 4x, Q2) etc.,

a4
at = e$b + 0 2s [A,, * q + A,, * q
dG
dt=
where t = logQ2/A2
The structure

$

and o,(t)

function

= l/bt

[A,,

* q +

A,, * G”J

[76].

is given, as usual, by

f’&,Q2)= 2 c +dx, Q2)
fl
the sum running

over the light quark species u, d, s. The quantities

in Ref. [77]. For the non-singlet
down type parton
different

densities,

component

the solution

dB etc. are defined

q = 4213- q1/3, the difference of up and

for the evolution

to ---) t can be cast into two

forms,

dNS

1
dg
+ j 1 + dNS {t - [$jdNSto}

.I aa(to)
1

a

= {q(to)
- q&o))ZdQ.INS
t ; 1;iNsy$ .
21

I

:.

The last term

q&d(t) = i
3
denotes

the “point-like

to O(1) with respect

component”,

the full solution

referred

to as the “hadron-like

freedom

component

logQ2,

[78]. The difference
be

of the photon.

approaches

the gluon radiation.

The data [79] at presently

dNs

dimension

q - qpf, will suggestively

component,

grows N logQ2.

would approach

by the anomalous

term ids log Q2/mi

component”

component

which damps

the quark density

renormalized

and the point-like

While the hadron-like

2x/b

ltd,vsa,(t)

to the quark-parton

between

0, the point-like

dB

for 1-t dNS >

zero asymptotically

This is a consequence

Indeed,

of asymptotic

for a fixed coupling

a finite limit q N cr,’ asymptotically

available values of Q2 are compatible

constant

(Y*,

[77], Fig. 19.

with a linear rise in

Fig. 20.

The most characteristic
QCD is its continuous

behavior

of the photon

structure

function

F;(x,

linear rise of with log Q2 at fixed x. As emphasized

the fact that this tree graph behavior

is preserved

Q2) in

in Ref. [77],

to all orders in perturbation

theory

is due to the balance in QCD between the increase of the phase space for gluon emission in the scattering
due to asymptotic
result is preserved,

processes

freedom.

versus the decreasing

Although

the logarithmic

the shape in x is modified

The heavy c, b and t quark contributions
dard QCD loop corrections
quark

threshold

traverses

suring

the cross section

[80,81].
the entire

for tagged

can be checked experimentally
trustworthy

of the gluon coupling

rise of the Born approximation

by the QCD radiation.
are added as Born terms plus the stan-

Since z 5 xmu

= Q2/(Q2 + 4mi),

x range from low to very high Q2.
c-quark

whether

production

the perturbative

in on-shell

the heavy
By mea-

yy collisions,

QCD calculations

it,

[57] are

already for c quarks.

A comparison
the PLUTO

strength

of the QCD predictions

experiment

at PETRA

given by Laenen et al. [81] with data from

for the photon
22

structure

function

at (Q2) = 5.9

*__

.:.

-

-

;.

_

GeV2 is shown in Fig. 21. The underlying
higher order is also shown.
predicted

due to charm at leading and

The shape and normalization

by PQCD appears

results depend

contribution

to be consistent

on the assumed

of the structure

with experiment

shape of the photon’s

although

functions
the detailed

gluon distribution.

11.1 Measurement ofa,(Q2)
For high moments,
mined

or equivalently

high values of x, the parton

by the valence quark distributions

in the photon

are deter-

which for light quarks come

in the ratio u : d : s = 4 : 1 : 1. In this range the evolution
directly

densities

equations

can be applied

to J’;,

Q~Qz=~
2aF27

&vsF,7
+ W/q)

id

B-

log Q2/ A2

with the solution

In analogy
the onset

to the proton

structure

of the asymptotic

F&(Q2) - F.&(Qi)

function

behavior

of F,’ to A is due to

the sensitivity

[82]. Th is is a consequence

N log Q”/Qg is independent

of the fact that

of AZ. The sensitivity

of the slope

.

Q2aFl/i3Q2 to A is illustrated

in Fig. 22a. If A$& can be determined

of f 150 MeV, the error on the reference coupling
The relative
approaches
parameter

strength

of the hadron-like

zero asymptotically,
in the point-like

oS(m”,) will be about 8%.

component

and the absolute

structure

function

of Fl is given by the A

component,

energies however the hadron-like

lute size of F,’ [83]. Th eoretical estimates

dNs t F&(Q2)

component

of the hadron-like
23

--

of photon

magnitude

F;CQ2)
= { F,r(Q:)
- F&(Q;)} [$$]

For any foreseeable

within an error

does affect the abso-

component

span between

.

:

two extreme

hypotheses.

for sufficiently

On one side it has been assumed

small Qi = O(1 GeV2) th e entire structure

by the VDM contribution.
reason as before.
prevail

between

of the photon.

is given

to A, for the same

effects are assumed

Fl(Qi)

and F,‘,,(Qt)

If this difference

structure

function

at Q2 N 100 GeV2 can be used to determine

f

are predicted,

this hypothesis

120 MeV, Fig. 22b. Since the x and Q2 dependence

slightly off-shell,

contribution

can be scrutinized

another

check is provided

to

is at-

is indeed correctly

by the p, o, cp vector mesons, say to within f 5O%, the measurement

error of about

target

case the perturbative

and the difference

to the VDM component

described
photon

In the other extreme

[75]) all that

Fl(Qi)

function

In this case there is little sensitivity

down to Q&O(A)

tributed

(see Ref.

experimentally.

of the

A with an
of Fl(x,Q2)

Taking the photon

by the P2 dependence

of the VDM

[84].

11.2 q/g decomposition of the photon
quark decomposition

The

surements

at low energies,

their electric
.

of the photon

cannot

be disentangled

since only the sum of the parton

in inclusive

densities

Fz = 2~[~
Au + id + $s + . ..I. is accessible

charges,

from the difficult

analyses

of baryons

in the current

ment of mesons,

built-up

by s quarks,

mea-

weighted

this way.

jet, the semi-inclusive

by

Apart

measure-

can be used to isolate the q1i3 component:

KO = (dq, $0= (ss), . . .
Increasing
by Z-boson

Q2 to N lo3 GeV2 and beyond, the virtual y exchange
exchange

[85], accounted

1
e: + 4

where

the electroweak

zR(f)

=

-efsin2

2 charges

is supplemented

for by substituting

q2
Zi(e)Zj(q>
e!l - rni + Q2 sin2 9~ cos2 9~

are given by 2~ (f)

t9w for the left- and right-handed

analysis of the size of this effect is presented
24

I
2

= 13~ (f) - ef sin2 rPw and
2 couplings.

in Ref. [85].

A quantitative

:

I

In addition

to these JVC mechanisms,

Fig. 16(b), b ecome important
absorbed

the charged current processes ert7

at high energies.

only by u, &a... quarks,

Since the virtual

+ v-tx,

IV- boson can be

and IV+ by ?i, d, s . . . . the cross sections

are given,

both, by

a(ey + vX) = +/dxdy[m;~Q2]2x[ut(I-~)2(dt+...]
The total cross sections,
parton

densities

different

can in principle

as well as the y dependence,

from the NC process

be disentangled.

analysis

events.

at LC500 producing

Since the Weizsicker-Williams

of the y dependence

7 spectrum

would be very difficult

a combination

are small, N several

several thousand
is continuous

at LEP200,

laser ey mode at LC500 where the 7 spectrum

energies for polarized

beams.

tering only indirectly.
function

of the photon

In analogy

can be measured

to eN scattering,

and soft, the

peaks at high

in deep inelastic

the evolution

charged

it is however easy

in the back-scattered

The gluon component

of

the q2/3 and 4113 densities

so that

For LEP200 the cross sections

10fb; they increase however to O(lpb)
current

provide

e7 scat-

of the 7 structure

F,‘(Q2) is affected by the gluon density in the following way,

.
pF:
-

at

This method

appears

valuable information
Other

measurements

HERA [68], inelastic
as photoproduction

= F;kz -

dNsF,r + (2 z,l

to work well for proton

e:)Aqg G
2?rb
’

targets

on the gluon content of the photon
of G are based on jet production
Compton

scattering

mediated

of heavy quark states

and it should

in particular
in resolved

also provide

for low x values.
7 processes

by resolved photons

at

[86], as well

[ll].

11.3 Small-x phenomena
The fact that

in the basic photon

turn is not limited

splitting

leads to two interesting

questions:
25
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process 7 + qij the transverse

momen-

(i) The strong ordering

along

:.

I

the gluon chain in the standard

DGLAP analysis

evolution

momenta.

with small transverse

the perturbative
It is therefore

In contrast,

in the BFKL domain

pomeron
an interesting

associates

experimental

problem

momenta

exploiting

the initial parton

the nucleon.

between

(ii) Large transverse

this rule does not apply

at very small x for moderate

tween jet energies and transverse
the difference

high energy jets in the

to investigate

in deep inelastic

configurations

be-

ey + e t jets,

in the photon

in 7 + qq correspond

momenta

Q2 (871.

the correlation

scattering

to

and

to a small trans-

verse size of the (qij) pair in space. This leads to a high density of the gluons emitted
subsequently
sociated

which is eventually

with the standard

been analyzed

circularly

in a variety
polarized
polarized,

photons,

energy transmitted

of polarization
linearly

effects as-

7 component

have

.

part of the polarization

laser photons,

Weizsgcker-Williams

states.

in the production

plane.

If the initial

is transferred

is determined

photons

can be
are au-

e* beams

to the photons.

are

(See Sec-

in both cases by the fraction

C of

from the e* beams to the photons,
(i) linear polarization

(ii) left - -right
For back-scattering

asymmetry

of laser photons

: e(C)ww
: A((‘)ww

= 2(1 - [)/[I

t (I - C)2]

= (2 - C)C/[l t (1 - [)2] .

[89], the spectrum

is given by dN/dC hr do +

with

&I=& + 1 41

and r = z;l[/(l

6 - 4r(l - f)

= xor(1 - 2r)(2 - C)

- C) < 1; x0 being the square of the invariant
26

--

Screening

radius R of the hadronic

as well as back-scattered

tion 2.) The degree of polarization

X,X,&,

effects.

Effects in yy Collisions [64]

Weizsicker-Williams

tomatically

confinement

by screening

in Ref. [88].

12. Polarization

generated

stopped

(re) energy in units

_

‘:.

-

of the electron

N 1 and ry 4. The degree of

mass which in general is chosen between

of the high energy 7 beam follows from

polarization

(i) linear polarization
(ii) left - -right

asymmetry

:A =

+

w4

$3 = 2r2

with

: t3 = 4)3/&

+ X&$1)

M5)/(40

with $4 = sor[l + (1 - ()(l
with 45 = (1 - 2r)[l/(l
Spectra

and asymmetries

are displayed

- 2r)2]

- C) t 1 - C] .

for the two cases in Fig. 3.

12.1 The Longitudinal photon structure junction
Massless

quarks

which absorb

non-zero

transverse

servation

since the 7qq vertex is helicity-conserving.

momenta.

are generated

in the point-like

off the quark

beam

. ki/Q2

tributions

are therefore

= O(l),

This is a consequence

7 +

qif splitting

= 5

virtual

contribution,
Ce:x2(1

photon

of angular
Non-zero

process

have

momentum

con-

momenta

[90] and by gluon radiation

the absorption

in leading order.

must

transverse

in the second case N N(Q2)06(Q2)

scale-invariant

the dominant

FL(~,Q~)

polarized

[91]. For the first mechanism

Jdkt/lci

provides

a longitudinally

rate is of order

= O(1).

Both con-

The quark-parton

diagram

for light quarks

- 2)

fl

+ dQ2)
2n

to which the contribution
ation, must be added
A linear collider
where both electrons
are virtual.
point-like

J

dy dz &(x - yz)z2

I

iFzt$<e:>yG(l-z)

of heavy quarks, corrected

,

by gluon loops and gluon radi-

[80, 811.
can also provide
are tagged

The leading

at large momentum

contributions

form characteristic

a clear and simple

to the photon

of the direct photon
27

test of QCD in the case

transfer
structure

couplings

so that both photons
functions

take on the

to the quarks.

:

I

1,&S! Linear 7 polarization
The linear 7 polarization
plane with respect
quark-parton

modified

gives rise to an azimuthal

to the polarization

model

[90] th e s t ructure

vector,

asymmetry

of the [e, e’] scattering

da/d4 N cos 24 . EFX(Z, Q2). In the

function

Fx is scale invariant,

to O(crS) by QCD corrections.

IS.3 The polarized photon structure functions
As in the case of e’p’scattering,
measured

by the asymmetry

targets.

This structure

function

sufficiently

large Q2, the spin structure
photon,

1

J

dsgl(z, Q2; P”> =

0

The first moment

mic corrections.]

contribution
spin structure

vanishes
function

of &CD. For

gl(z, Q2; P2), P2 denoting

the mass

NC% Cfl et [l + o(*Og-’ Q2,10g-’ P”)]

for P2 large ’

between

right-

element

is built-up

associated

element

(7lj5,17) which, in the free

and left-handedly

quark-loop

polarized

by two elements,
contributions,

current

and hadronic

with the spontaneous

conservation

breaking

is entirely

and the non-zero
due to the anomaly.

28

modulo

contribuof chiral
logarith-

leads to the cancellation

for P2 = 0. For P2 large, on the other
to 0( 1/P2),

quarks in the

the axial anomaly

also applies to the singlet axial current

Electromagnetic

the two contributions

physical

for P2 = 0

bosons

[This discussion

as a very interesting

fulfills the following sum rules

for by the perturbative

tions by the Goldstone
symmetry.

function

is

off polarized

0

In QCD this matrix

accounted

scattered

with the chiral properties

of g: is given by the matrix

case, counts the difference
photon.

connected

gl(z, Q2) of the photon

electrons

has been recognized

[92], which is deeply

of the target

function

of right/left-polarized

observable

squared

.

the spin structure

hand,

of

the hadronic

value of the first moment

of the

I,.

:.

I

13. Jet Physics at a Photon

The distinction
photon

interactions

tons couple

Linear Collider

between

the direct, versus resolved,

becomes

especially

directly

two co-planar

tors emitted

along the beam direction.

an the analogous

meson-meson

quark

of the other

In the case of twice-resolved

contributions

jet physics.

the final state is similar

jets are produced

without

If both pho-

to that

of e+e-

any source of hadronic

Such events would be extraordinarily

processes,

photon,

one photon

scatters

leaving spectators

two-photon

processes,

various qq qg and gg QCD 2 to 2 scattering

directly

spectarare at

on a con-

just in one beam direction.

jets are produced

subprocesses.

by any of the

Despite their markedly

ferent origins, the cross sections for these two photon jet production
scale invariant

to

collider.

In the case of once-resolved
stituent

clear in two-photon

to a pair of quarks,

annihilation:

hadron-like

processes

in leading order [11,93]; that is, in leading logarithm

dif-

are all

approximation,

they each have the form:

a2F(xT,

di&j (77

+ Jet + X) = 4

km)

.

PT

.

The logarithmic
the increasing
dependence

fall-off of the subprocess
strength

cross section

of the resolved photon structure

of F(xT, O,m) h as a power-law

the index

N can be computed

spectators

[111.

An illustration

function.

by counting

is shown in Fig. 23 [ll]. The dotted

annihilation

events with single hard photon

comparison

of these predictions

data [94] obtained

from thrust

the number

as calculated

distri-

by Drees and

from the initial state.

and other jet variable analyses appear

where
of beam

momentum

for single jet and two jet processes

29

XT)~

curve shows the background
radiation

by

The XT = 2piet/fi

to the jet transverse

bution from direct, single and twice resolved contributions
Godpole

compensated

fall-off at large XT: N (1 -

at x N 1 simply

of the various contributions

is precisely

from e+eA recent

with TRISTAN
to confirm the

I
presence

of both direct and resolved contributions,

from higher order corrections
the photon’s
unknown

to the jet rate normalization

gluon distribution.

The largest uncertainty

form of the gluon distribution

14. Contribution

from Mini-Jets

One of the uncertainties

i.e., jets of pr beyond

and Godpole

[ll]

Forshaw

that the resulting

tic cross sections:

photon

collisions

to from mini-

rate for mini-jets

could rise so

and troublesome

minimum

[96,97]

2 +

(971 have now shown

into the TeV linear collider regime, and

are based on a two-component

is consistent

dependence

by the ZEUS collaboration

form for total inelas-

term 00, plus a rising PQCD

2 QCD processes

This parameterization
the energy

and Peskin

to physics signals are in fact minimal.

from pien

= 3.2 GeV to the kine-

with the measured

rate of mini-jets

of the pj5 cross section,

as well as clp(s)

so that the integral of the cross section da/dy is normalized

the eikonahzation

of the subprocess

of mini-jets

only of order 5 to 8

cross section leads to a significant

of jets with pi > 5 GeV produced
x

to inelastic

reduction

cross section.

in

The net

per crossing at an NLC is

10 -2 for typical linear collider designs.
30

must

(n) . As shown in Fig. 24 [96],

value and a rise with energy of the 77 inelastic

result for the number

contribution

at HERA. The cross section for mini-jets

cross section times the average multiplicity

the predicted

[11,95].

for photon-

would provide a significant

an energy-independent

by UAl,

be unitarized

that the production

rate is moderate

backgrounds

by integrating

determined

QCD predictions

[96] and by Chen, Barklow,

The new analyses

measured

within the resolved photon

to the study of e+e- events at an NLC. However, recent analyses by

and Storrow

matic limit.

form of

in these results is due to the

cross section which can be attributed

had suggested

that the rise of the mini-jet

obtained

and the assumed

a cutoff of order of a few GeV. Early work by Drees

fast with energy that mini-jets
bias background

there are uncertainties

to the 77 Cross Section

concerning

is the size of the total inelastic
jets,

although

.:.

.

-

The physics
Ginzburg,

of unitarization

from a different

scale of &CD, one can apply perturbative

gluon exchange

chains representing

work.

It is also possible

gluon

chains to recombine
that

two processes

gap between

must be taken

into account

become equal. With this assumption,

must be applied to the perturbative
cross section at 6

by

the set of

as in Lipatov’s

the double diffractive

leaving a rapidity

eikonalization

QCD to compute

the QCD Pomeron,

to compute

perspective

>> p$ > p2, where /.Lis the

Ivanov and Serbo [98]. In the regime srr

confinement

al. argue

has been analyzed

well-known

contribution

where two

the d&jets.

Ginzburg

et

when the rates for these

they find that eikonal corrections

QCD factorized

predictions

= 500 GeV even at jet transverse

for the jet production

momentum

as large as pr = 26

GeV.

15. Single and Double

The
.

77 -+

high energies

Diffraction

of a 77 collider

V”Vo and semi-inclusive

regime s >>
larger than

ItI

interesting.

Pomeron

two gluon exchange
istic exclusive

processes

Ginzburg

PQCD

js contributions

contribution

dominates

scaling law of order

g

(77 +

the corresponding

at a fundamental

diffractive

+ VOX in the Regge
- -a If ItI is taken

amplitude

for a detailed
[14,99]. As in
is computed

for 77 -+ q?jqq with the vecand Zhitnitsky

[lOOI, the

in the Regge regime, giving a character-

V”Vo) N
77 +

ab(t)I

pseudoscalar

exchange

Recently,
and ten-

contribution,

level to three gluon exchange.
31
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amplitude

can be used to isolate the Odderon

related

77

the scattering

As shown by Chernyak

et al. [14] h ave shown that

sor meson channels

processes

of double

and its gluonic composition

77 processes,

amplitudes.

process

the study

scale, then one has the potential

the hard scattering

tor meson distribution

Collisions

(See Fig. 25.) Here V” = p,w#~, J/$,

the case of large angle exclusive
by convoluting

will make

single diffractive

the QCD confinement

study of fundamental

in Photon-Photon

that

.

-

-

2.

_

:

16. Heavy Quark Pair Production

The leading
trated

contributions

in 77 Collisions

to heavy quark production

in Fig. 26. The resolved contributions

of the photon’s

depend

trti is of order of ;u~+~-+,,+,,27 shows the prediction
production

approximation.

0 N ?ra2/m$ is of order 130

of Drees, Krgmer,

cross sections
The vertical

right shows the dependence
D**X)

respectively.

at the corresponding

in e+e-

The top pair cross section
energy

[11,101,102].

e+e-qijX

+

using the equivalent
the estimated

of the lowest order of predictions.
on the quark

are compared

Figure

Zunft and Zerwas [103] for the inclusive

bars on the left represent

due to the scale dependence

++

form

gluon distribution.

nb and 1300 pb for CC’and bz production,

u( e+e-

are illus-

in detail on the assumed

The cross section for direct heavy quark production

charm

in 77 collisions

mass.

TPC77

uncertainty

The bar on the

and TRISTAN

with the QCD prediction

photon

data

for

of Drees et al. in Fig.

28.
Figure 29 a shows the cross section predicted
for tT production
.

including

higher order QCD corrections.

for ml = 150 GeV G a function
a convolution

The predicted

of the center mass energy of the e+e-

with the computed

beam is assumed.

by Kiihn, Mirkes and Steegborn

photon

energy spectrum

Since the top mass is greater

there can be significant

if the experiment
the predicted
predictions

laser

than 120 GeV, its decay width due
states

tS

cannot

form;

effects [105,106]. As shown in Fig. 29b,
to resolve

of the 77 + tl cross section near the top threshold.

Detailed

for this threshold

been given by Bigi, Gabbiani,
e+e-

collider, where

then it may be possible

resolution

structure

threshold

rate is given

of the back-scattered

to weak decays I = 2I’(t --) b&V) is so large that true bound
nevertheless

[104]

(C = -) measurements

in Mti

is sufficient,

dependence

as a function

of the top quark mass have

and Khoze [107]. The combination
of the tS threshold

value for the top quark mass.
32

spectrum

of 77 (C = +)and

could provide a very precise

17. Single Top Quark Production

A single top quark
through

the process

can be produced

e-y

+

W-tv

the t -I W+b decay with W

is the virtual

decays to a and Wfunction

of fie+e-

collisions

+ 6.

quarks and anomalous

couplings.

by Cheung

[28] and Yehudai

ele-

An interesting

where the Higgs boson

The rates for the signal and background

computed

through

to the Vtb matrix

The rate is thus sensitive

W process ey + W* - v -+ W-Hu,

+ 6.

at an NLC

[108,28]. This process can be identified

ment and possible fourth generation
background

in electron-photon

processes

as a

[24] are shown in Fig.

30.

18. Higgs Plus Top Quark

yy + tl + H can provide

The tree process

Higgs boson to heavy quarks.
Cheung

a direct measure

to yytf

of coupling

The cross section has been estimated

[28] to be of order 1 to 5 fb. Cheung

corrections
.

Pair Production

by Boos [54] and

[28] has also computed

from final state Higgs exchange

interactions.

of the

the radiative

The correction

is of

CJ(2 - 4%) for typical values of the Higgs boson mass and top quark mass.

19. Conclusions

Photon-photon
an extraordinary
proposed

all charged

one-loop

window

extensions

color, and other

produced;

collisions at a linear e+e-

of the Standard

composite

particles
in addition

corrections.

for testing

models.

and their bound

electroweak
Model,

states

and QCD phenomena

such as supersymmetry

Two-photon

physics is unique

and resonances

one can access pairs of fundamental
It will be essential

as well as
[log], techni-

in that virtually

with positive
neutral

to have the capability
33

--

collider in the TeV range will provide

particles

C can be
through

of back-scattered

:.

I

at the NLC, since it is expected

laser beams

fective energy of photon-photon
that of the primary
beams,

e+e-

and photon-electron

collisions.

will also allow the study

and electron-photon

collisions.

could be addressed

in polarized

available

with polarized

of highly-polarized

collisions,

to

electron

photon-photon

There is also a wide range of physics
electron-electron

and ef-

collisions will be comparable

Such a facility, together
of the physics

luminosity

topics

which

if such a capability

were

[llO].

Two-photon
common

physics

with both e+e-

direct photon

is an extensive

For example,

high energy photon-photon

longitudinally

collisions.

since each photon

elements

in

However, the combination

of

Thus a photon-photon

by Higgs annihilation

pair,

background-free

a WW collider to study whether

W’s are controlled

in probing

can be resolved into a W+W-

collisions can provide a remarkably

the equivalent

polarized

field, having

gives 7y physics an extra dimension

WW collisions and annihilation.

for studying

can also become

phenomenological

and hadron-hadron

and resolved processes

new phenomena.

oratory

that the resulting

labcollider

the interactions
and exchange

of
or a

new type of strong interaction.
.

It is clear that 7y collisions are an integral
was possible to highlight
At present

energies,

formation.
yy collisions

studies of 7y collisions at CESR, PETRA,
of important

and inclusive

tests of perturbative

reactions,

are given in Refs.
Workshops

PEP, TRISTAN,

and resonance

and the underlying

theory

(71, [12], [16], [17], [19], (201 and the proceedings

on Photon-Photon

and

and non-perturbative

heavy quark phenomena,

Reviews of the results of these experiments

the International

It

only a small part of the possible new yy physics topics here.

LEP have led to a number
QCD in exclusive

part of the NLC physics program.

of
of

collisions.
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Appendix

David Borden,

I: The Photon’s

interactions

Waikoloa,

Light-Cone

mass eigenstate
be expanded

as a sum of eigenstates

The photon

state is thus equivalent

tion matrix

to a coherent
numbers.

needed to describe

Model degrees of freedom.

dependent

functions

of the light-cone

tqxA~
the photon

I$) = C,

can

In) (n I$)

.

with the

in this expansion,

Xi [lo].

in- terms of its quark and gluon

The $$i(zi,

iii,

Xi), are frame in-

zi = rCf/p+, the relative
Since the photon

1 - z) a’($)

bx,t where 23(h2)

transverse

is an elementary

in the Fock expansion:
is the probability

that

at the cutoff scale A.

Fock expansion

at, high momentum

evolu-

The coefficients

bare component

stays a bare photon

time r = t-z/c

of the full Hamiltonian

has a non-zero

= 16n3 ,/mb(

Given the photon’s
amplitude

fractions

/cli, and the spin projections
photon

Model

sum of free Fock states

the photon

Standard

field, the physical

for the Standard

= 1 and C ZLi = 0 are the basic wavefunc-

and other

momenta

direct, and resolved

Hp$. The photon is the physical zero-

of the free Hamiltonian:

Zli,X.): , with Czi

elements

light-cone

Any eigenstate

same charge and color singlet quantum
(n ] $) = $$i(zi,

the Lagrangian

Hamiltonian

of the full Hamiltonian.

George Jikia, and Ilya

to the photon’s

scale A and the corresponding

i.e., the light-cone

with Michael

Fock Expansion

the various contributions

cutoff at an ultraviolet

on Physics

Hawaii. The review of the photon

Michael Boulware,

in the following way: Consider

tion operator;

Workshop

given here is based on work done in collaboration

One can distinguish

.

at the Second International

we can calculate

the photon-

transfer in terms of its constituents’
35

photon

scattering

interactions

in the

.

:

factorized

.-

form shown in Fig. 1 and

Here T.(ticd is a sum over all 2 -+ 2 and higher subprocess
and contains
greater

all the interactions,

than the separation

twist and thus power-law
of the 7y scattering

square the matrix
factorized

suppressed

components

element,

Appendix

coherent

integrate

generally

in high energies
convert

that of meson-induced
of a virtual

photon

reactions.

depends

component

= ,&f

of a photon

for intermediate
reactions,

its polarization

photon-hadron
36

resembles

a

by Ioffe [2] and

vector states

of mass

photon

in the target,

will

and the

cross sections will resemble

In fact, as shown in Ref. [ill],

of the nuclear

state

a real or virtual

of the photon-induced

length between photons

high energies and the resulting

One can then

and derive the usual

time, as discussed

the coherence

is longitudinal

photoabsorption

delayed to higher energies in the case of longitudinal
The long coherence

processes

yy processes.

system well before interacting

on whether

Thus shadowing

In the expansion

in &CD, but with the special addition

The coherence

energy and nuclear size dependence

higher

Coherence Length

photon-nucleus

to a hadronic

transfer.

variables,

and direct-resolved

the hadronic

sum of vector mesons.

Thus

7L = ~/a.

processes

with kl

are generally

the direct pair production

over undetected

II. The Photon-Hadron

by Yennie et al. (31, is Ar = &
M.

processes

as well as the resolved contributions.

from the direct-direct

At very high energies

It is irreducible

and loop corrections

at large momentum

one thus obtains

form for hard scattering

of contributions

corrections,

scale A2. Higher particle

amplitude

from the bare photon

radiative

amplitudes.

or transverse:

cross section

current-nuclear

and the intermediate

time

will be

interactions.
vector states at

duality can be used as a general guide

to the hadronic

interactions

the long coherence

of photons

at low transverse

length implies pomeron

factorization

momentum.

In particular

of photon-induced

cross sec-

tions [6]: urr = G
~pp Thus one should be able to track the slow increase
inelastic

photon-photon

of the total

cross section with that of the 7p and pp cross section.

20. Figure Captions

Figure 1:
Factorization

of the resolved

basis. (See Appendix

photon-photon

amplitudes

using

I.) In the case of the direct contributions,

within the hard scattering

the light-cone

the photon

Fock

annihilates

amplitude.

Figure 2:
The 7y luminosity

in Compton

and laser photons

(dashed),

back-scattering

opposite

helicities

of laser light; unpolarized

e* beams

of e* and 7 (full curve).

See Refs.

[451,
[501,
PO41.
Figure 3:
.

(a) Degree of circular
back-scattering
asymmetry

polarization

beam in Compton

and degree of linear polarization

back-scattering

of linearly polarized

in polarized

e* and 7 helicity

of laser light for different

of the final state photon

(c) Spectrum

of the high energy photons

modes.

back-scattering

of the high-energy

photons

Compton

(b) Left/right
of laser light.
in Compton

laser light; Ref. [48].

Figure 4:
Illustration

of direct, resolved,

and higher-order

loop contributions

to high energy y7

collisions.
Figure 5:
Representative

cross sections

at a yy and e+e-

for W+W-production

linear collider.

The top mass is taken
37

--

and other electroweak

reactions

as 130 GeV. The other

:.

I

subscripts

refer to the mass of the Higgs (in GeV). The Higgs mass is set to zero for

the reactions

e+e-

+ W+W-YF

and e+e-

+ 22~~.

From Refs. [27,63,22].

Figure 6:
Differential
at fiY,

cross sections

for producing

= 500 GeV as a function

1: (++++)+(-),

2:

a W pair of a specific helicity

combination

of cos 8. The curves are:

(+++-)+(++-+)+(-+-)+(-+),

3: (++-)+(-++),4:(+-++)+(-+++)+(+-)+(-+-),
5: (+-+-)+(-+-+)+(-++-)+(+-+),
6:

(+-+-)+(-+O-)+(+-o)+(-++O)+(+-+O)+(-+-O)+(+-O-)+(-+O+),

7: (+-OO)+(-+OO),

8:

(++O+)+(-0-)+(+++O)t(-O),

9:(++00)+(40),
10:(ttO-)t(tt-0)+(-Ot)t(-to).
The notation
two photons

indicates

where X1, X2, X3 and X4 are the helicities

(X1X2X3X4),

and the W+ and the W-

respectively.

of the

From Ref. [24].

Figure 7:
Standard

Model one-loop

contributions

and scalar w contributions
.

77 +

to the reaction

in the background

nonlinear

22

including

ghost cf

From Ref. [41].

gauge.

Figure 8:
The effective
scattered

The fermion

laser spectrum.

production
photons

cross section for yy +

of a transversely

Z”y at an NLC taking

and W loop contributions

(T) and longitudinally

are taken to have positive

into account

helicity.

(L) polarized

the back-

are shown for the
2’. The incident

From Ref. [41].

Figure 9:
Number

of events

per year for the Standard

and for the heavy-quark

backgrounds;

Ref.

Model Higgs boson (a0 +

b’i;,it, 22)

(461.Here C,K = 20 fb-l,

z. = 0.85,

(Xl&) = 0.8, rexpt = 5 GeV.
Figure 10:
Expected

event rates for the Higgs signal and the background
38

processes in b& CEtwo-

:.

.

-

.-

-.;.

jet final states for polarized

.

y beams; Ref. [58].

Figure 11:
Invariant

mass distribution

transverse

and longitudinal

in yy -+ H + 22
2 polarization;

and in the continuum

y7 + 22

for

Ref. [41].

Figure 12:
The 77 polarization

asymmetry

A in Compton

back-scattering

of linearly polarized

laser light for various values of zo; Ref. [SS].
Figure 13:

MSSM

Higgs particle

(a), and the polarization

ho: signal and background
asymmetry

d(h”)

cross sections

including

for bi; final states

the background

process

(b);

Ref. [48].
Figure

14:

MSSM

Higgs particle

(a), and the polarization

A’: signal and background
asymmetry

d(A’)

cross sections

including

for bx final states

the background

process

(b);

Ref. [48].
Figure

15:

Illustration

of WW

interacting

W’s can be determined

scattering

at a photon-photon

collider.

The kinematics

of the

.
pair can scatter

or annihilate,

by tagging

for example

W’s. The interacting

the spectator

into a Higgs boson.

Figure 16:
(a) Deep-inelastic
(b) The charged

electron-photon
current

scattering

ey + eX.

process ey + uX in deep-inelastic

ey scattering.

Figure 17:
Event

plane

P =

[log Q2, log(l/x

Shown are the two parallelograms
within

which perturbative

- l)] in ey scattering
which can be explored

QCD can be applied.

Figure 18:
39

(G2 is defined

in GeV2).

at LEP200 and LC500 and

. ..

:

!

QCD prediction

for the photon

Error

to the QCD A parameter.
500 pb-l
Figure

structure

F,‘(x, Q2) at Q2 = 200 GeV2 and sensitivity

bars correspond

to an integrated

luminosity

of

at LEP200 and the range 100 < Q2 < 500 GeV2. From Ref. [85].
19:

Comparison

of the Q2 evolution

model in which the coupling

of the photon

constant

structure

function

in QCD with a

is frozen.

Figure 20:
Experimentally

observed

Q2 evolution

of the photon

structure

function;

from Ref.

(791.
Figure 21:
Comparison

of perturbative

QCD predictions

with PLUTO

at Q2 = 5.9 GeV2. The charm

ture function

higher order QCD is also shown.

data for the photon

quark contribution

struc-

from leading

and

From Ref. [81].

Figure 22:
Theoretical

estimate

the evolution
.

component

of the sensitivity

of F;

to the effective QCD scale parameter,

at large x; (b) from the absolute

is assumed

to be uncertain

within

size of F;

(a) from

if the hadronic

3~50% at Q2 = 100 GeV2.

Figure 23:
QCD contributions
solved contributions
in the photon.

to jet transverse

momentum

cross section in y7 collisions.

are based on the Drees-Godpole

The re-

model for the gluon distribution

From Ref. [ll].

Figure 24:
The effect of multiple
sectjon.

scattering

The jet contributions

line) and without

(dashed

on the mini-jet

contribution

to the yy total cross

are shown for various m minimum

line) the effect of eikonalization.

cut-offs, with (solid

From Ref. [96].

Figure 25:
Perturbative

QCD contributions

to large momentum
40

transfer exclusive double diffrac-

.,.

:.

I
I.

-

tive 7y processes.
pair production
doscalar

--;.

The two-gluon
and three-gluon

_

exchange pomeron
exchange

and tensor meson pair production

odderon

contributions

to vector meson

contributions

to neutral

pseu-

are illustrated.

Figure 26:
Direct and resolved contributions

to heavy quark production

in yy collisions.

Figure 27:
QCD leading

and next-to-leading

tion cross section.

The resolved contributions

for the gluon distribution

to the inclusive

order contributions

in the photon.

charm produc-

are based on the Drees-Godpole

model

From Ref. [103].

Figure 28:
TPC77, TASSO,

and TRISTAN

the QCD prediction
once-resolved

data for a(e+e-

of Drees et al. From Ref.

contributions.

+

eSe-L)**X)

compared

(1031. The dashed

with

lines show the

The upper line is p = m, = 1.3 GeV. The lower line is

P = 2mc, m, = 1.8 GeV.
Figure 29:
(a) Effective cross section (477
QCD corrections
spectrum
d (477

-+ tq)

/a(e+e-)pi

with (solid) and without

for rni = 150 GeV. The convolution

(w = 1.26 eV) is included.
3 tf,) ld z /cr( e+e-)Pt

GeV. Here z = Mti/,/G.

with a back-scattered

(b) The effective

and the resonance

(dashed)

differential

signal predicted

laser

cross section

at JG

= 500

From Ref. [104].

Figure 30:
The single top production
electron-photon

collisions.

cross section and its competing
From Ref. [28].

41

--

backgrounds

in high energy

.
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